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il,~RODUC~ION

i. The intergovernmental Working Group on Overhead Costs held its second

session ~t the Palais des Nations~ Oeneva~ during the period 5- June 1978.

Mr. Sarfraz Kh~uNY~LIK (PJ~istan)~ Chairman of the Group~ presided and

~. Peter OSVALD (Sweden) served as Rapporteur.

I. ORGanIZATION OF TIIE SESSION

Attendance

2. Members of the Governir~T Council re~resented at the session of the Working

Group~ States represented by observers~ and organizations and entities in the

United Nations system and other intergovernmental bodies whieh were represented

are listed in the annex to the present report.

Agenda and organization of work

3. The Chairman welcomed all participants and expressed the hope that wi~h the

active participation of all concerned the Group would be able to present a

constructive interim report to the Governing Council at its current session. He

recalled the progress made at the first session and She requests for additional

information which the Group had made at that time and indicated that practically

all of the information requested was now before the Group. At the Chairman’s

suggestion~ the provisional agenda~ as contained in decument DP/WGOC/23~ was

accepted as a guide for proceeding with the work o~ the sessiom.

~. In addition to the agenda (DP/WGOC/23), the Group had before it the following

Expanded Preliminary Note by %he Jcin$ Inspection Unit (JIU) (DP/WGOC/21)

Statement of the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination (ACC) 

the proposals of the Joint I speo ion nit ( P/WGOC/22)
(c) Information submitted by Executing Agencies (DP/WGOC/19 and Addend~ 1-6)

(d) mformation submitted by (DP/WGOG/20)
II. INTRODUCTORY STATEMENTS

5. The Chairman of the Joint ~nspection Unit made a statement introducing

document DP/WGOC/21~ followed by a statement by the Chairman of the Consultative

Committee on Administrative Questions (CCAQ) by way of introduction 

document DP/WGOC/22.

6. ~he Chairman of JIU in his introductory statemen~ indicated that the over-all

effect of the new system proposed by the JIU would in all likelihood be some

reduction in costs~ the reduction would increase in future years. The

documents ;

(a)
(b)



differential rates for project components and for methods of project execution

would result in somewhat lower payments~ ~milo other suggested adjustments were

unlikely to affect the total ~lounts. In suggesting the reimbursement

percentages~ JrC had been ~ded both by an analysis of av~ilable data and by its

conclusions contained in its report on "The Role of Experts in Development

Co-operation". ~hile the proposed system mi~t be somewhat more complex than the

present global percentage formula~ the t~ne required to apply the new system to a

normal a~ency would not be more @~nan three or four days of clerical tLme a year.

As regards the share of total support costs to be borne by the UNDP and the

regular budgets of the Agencies~ a point to which reference was made in

paragraphs 34-35 of doc~nent DP/WGOC/21~ this was clearly recognized to be a

policy question to be decided by the competent intergovernmental bodies.

7. Referring to the ACC statement (DP/~IGOC/22), the Chairm~ of the J~J re~etted

that the ACC had t&ken a negative attitude and at the same time had submitted no

constructive suggestions of its o~m. The Chairman of JIU pointed out that in

saying that the new system was defective both in concept and in detail~ as was

suggested in para. 9~ the ACC had not taken into account the advantages of the

proposal in terms of economy ~d equity, ilso~ it was not true to suggest that

JIU had not proposed any real economies~ the new scheme would provide lower total

reimbursements~ although the amounts of reduction could not be estimated.

Furthermore ~ the ACC in referring~ in paragraph 13 of its comments~ to the

difficulties of projecting in advance possible amounts of reimbursement for

budgeting purposes~ had exaggerated the problem~ both under the present and the

new systems~ project expenditures had to be rou~h!y estimated~ and so had to be

possible movements in Post Adjustments for other budgetary purposes. The

Chai~nan of JIU added~ with reference to para. 23 of the ACC comments~ that the

suggested inclusion of support costs in project budgets would respond directly to

the right of Governments to know how support costs were related to sad used for

delivery of specific projects.

. In his introductory statement~ the Chairman of CCAQ said that notwithstanding

the potentially divisive character of some of the JIU recommendations~ the ACC

had succeeded in presenting a joint statement of comments. The J!U proposal had

not dealt with the problem of reducing total support costs~ but was explicitly

concerned only with reducing and redistributing the ~:~ount reimbursed to the

Agencies and the consequent additional amounts to be absorbed by the re~Imr

budgets of the organizations. ACC fully shared the desire to increase resources



often forced by the pressures of monetary instability and inflation~ to reduce

support costs. WHile the present formula had msmy positive features~ the ACC had

not approached the JIU proposal with an exclusively ~’status auo" mentality. It was

conceded that the present arrangement was pra~atic rather than scientific~ but the

multitude of reimbursement rates and adjustments proposed by the JIU reflected

judgements which were no more objectively valid than the present rate of

14 per cent. In the view of the ACC, the JIU proposal could not readily be applied

to funds-in-trust activities as some of the ex post facto adjustments called for in

the proposal would pose difficulties in the negotiations in respect of trust fund

contributions.

9. The Chairman of CCAQ added that the ACC saw no justification for reverting to~

nor any possibility of obtaining authority and resources to implement recommendations

for new cost measurement systems~ which were originally made by the JIU in 1974 and

then unanimously rejected~ especially if those were oriented towards individual

projects. As regards Government exeoution~ any support costs charged should be

related only to those parts of a project which Governments invite organizations to

implement. ’Even under the present 14 per cent system for Agency execution~ most

of technical backstopping~ the cost Of progra!~e pl~nning~ and of post-project

evaluation and follow-up were absorbed by the organizations’ re,flat budgets and not

charged to reimbursement. WHile welcoming the prospect of special help to the

smaller organizations and the reco~ition of the problems faced by organiza%ions

located in high cost areas, the ACC noted that the JIU proposal did not in fact

deal with economies of scale as there was no reference to the dollar level of

programme delivery at which economies of scale might begin. Finally~ the Chairman

of CCAQ said that the ACC was particularly opposed to the suggestion that provision

for support costs should be included in project budgets~ it could not but be

detrimental to the whole process of ptojoct £o~!ulation and project implementation.

IO. A member of the JIU~ supplementing the remarks of the Chairman of the JIV~

referred to the ACC comment that the JIU had not suggested reductions in total

support costs and said that a well-conceived new reLmbursement formula should lead

to better management and be an incentive to increase efficiency and reduce overall

costs. Moreover~ the f~encies would have to prove that they had done all they

could to reduce total costs. The Inspector also said that the 1974 JIU

recommendations on cost measztrement systems had not been rejected~ as mentioned by

the Chaimnan of CCAQ~ some had been approved m~d others wore to be subject to

further study. The Inspector added that one should not go only for simplioity:

simplicity did not lead to improvement~ while a degree of Complexfty might do so.



I!I. SU}@~RY OF DISCUSSION

II. The Chairman~ initiating the discussion~ pointed out that two differing views

had been placed before the Group: one that the JIU proposals were somewhat complex

and impractical to apply and might even cost more~ the other view was that this

position was exaggerated and the proposals were logical and could be applied without

much difficulty. However~ both the JIU and the ACC seemed to agree on the

definition of the term "support costs" and on the JiU proposal for introducing a

measure of stability in reimbursement of such costs.

12. Many members reacted positively to the JIU Note and expressed the view either

that it could be taken as a basis for further work or that it contained a n~ber of

good elements which could prove useful in the further development of a new or

modified formula. It was emphasized that the sound and efficient management of

technical co-operation activities would require not only realistic~ practical and

workable policies and procedures but also management oriented information~ based on

which a rational system of pay~ent for support costs could be built. It was

sug~gested that the JIU proposal met a number of desirable objeetives~ recognition

of the mutually supportive role of regular budget activities and technical

co-operation activities~ optimization of resources available for project

activities~ recognition of variations in support costs for different mix of

projects~ economies of scale~ fairness to the Agencies~ relative ease of

implementation and promotion of standardized accounting systems in theAgencies.

The view was also expressed that it ~uld have been helpful to the Group had

information been available on the quantitative impact of the application of the JIU

proposa~ as compared to the present fom:mla~ in each Agency.

13. The view was expressed that the ultimate aim of the work of the Group was to

try to reduce over-all programme and project support costs~ these costs were

rapidly reaching significantly large levels. They must therefore be pruned and

reduced through good management and continuous vigilance in the interests not only

of increasing resources available for project assistance but of ensuring a stea~ily

increasing level of support from member States. Appreciation was expressed for

the efforts made in UI~P and the Agencies to contain and reduce support ~0sts and

it was hoped that these efferts would continue with even greater vigour. A

question was raised in this connexion whether cost reductions which were reported to

have been achieved in the ~gencies should not be credited proportionately ~Iso to

support cost payments from UI,~P and not to%ally to the regular budget of those

Agencies. Reference was also made by some members to proposals contained in the



JIU report on "The Role of Experts in 9evelopment Co-operation" which r~ght result

in cost reductions~ although it was recognized that these proposals had yet to be

considered by the Governing Council.

14. Two main criticisms voiced by a few members against the JIU proposal were~

first~ that it was not really more scientific than the present formula inasmuch as

fine distinctions and calculations based on weak data had exaggerated the over-all

we~ness of the proposed system~ and~ second~ that it was far too complex{ and

impractical. The ACC statement (9P/]IGOC/22) and the statement before the Group 

theChaim~an of CCAQ had brought these out clearly.

15. As regards the need for a simple formula~ i% was agreed by several members

that to be simple was not synonymous with being good and some complexity was

healthy for good management, it was also suggested that the JIU proposal was not

really as complicated as it seemed when presented in the abstract~ in any event~

9he issue r~ght be resolved by adjusting or simplifying the proposal as it stood

perhaps by limiting the n~uber of variables to be t~en into account. By the

same token other members~ who were somewhat less receptive to the JIU proposal~

said that one could start ~th the present 14 per cent formula which~ despite its

~perfections~ was a better point of departure~ and modify it %o take account of

a limited n~:foer of variables~ especially economies of scale and component mix

of projects.

16. One member~ who otherwise gave strong support to the J~J proposal~ nevertheless

pointed out that the proposal was still based on She "cost plus" principle and thus

did not provide any direct incentive to reduce costs. In his view~ the only way to

do this was to include support costs in the regular budgets which~ in his view~ was

probably not practicable. He added that the JiU proposal to include support

costs in project budgets and have them financed from IPF’s ~gh% provide some

incentive. Some other members also supported this latter proposal although one

member~ while favouring the idea of including support costs in project budgets for

presentation purposes was opposed to their incorporation within the IPF system.

Still other members were opposed to this idea as a whole.

17. Several members rejected 9he suggestion of an automatic lir~ between the JIU

proposal~ e~en if it involved a reduction of re~bursement~ e~d higher assessed

budgets in the Agencies. The aim was a reduction in over-all support costs

whether p.aid by UNDP or the regular budgets and nora redistribution Of such costs

as between the two sources. ~ this regard it was recognized %hat programme
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planning and support~ tecicnical backstepping and post project evaluation and follow

up were inherent to the neuronal concerns of the organizati0ns and were absorbed by

them.

18. AS regards the element in the JIU proposal for a measure of stabilization of

support payr.~ents from year to year~ while there was some support for this idea~ it

was suggested that the Jr6, s specific proposal migi~t net be an effective Cushion:

It was also suggested by another me~tfoer that the stabilization con@ept should work

both ways~ that is not only for decreases but also for increases. Yet another

m~mber questioned this element of the Jr@ proposal stating that stability should be

sought in planning arid prograrr~ing and net through the instrtuuenta!ity Of support

COSTS.

19. There was some discussion concerning the size of projects as a variable to be

t~en into account. ~’~ile it was suggested by one Agency that there should be

hi~her support re~.~bursements where small projects were involved~ it was pointed

out that 75 pbr cent of all UNDP-financed projects durinj the period 1972-1976 were

projects under ~150~OOO. It was doubtful therefore whether smallness was a

significant departure from the norm. Here substantively it was argued by one

member that U~P should discourage fra6~.~entation of effort into very small

projects and indeed should offer a lower reimbursement in order to act as a

disincentive %0 such projects. The consensus was to leave tl%is question in a

neutral stance.

20. While the element of variable cost levels at different headquarters duty

stations was recog~%ized as a factor in the situation~ doubt was expressed about

the feasibility of finding a sufficiently simple way of %edging this into account

in a reimbursement formula. Two further arg~uents against making provision for

this element were put forward~ that it ~<~ght serve as a disincentive to

decentralization of the work %o the regional and countr~y levels and that some

caution was required before institutiona!izin~ in a system special support %o

inflation and monetary instefoility.

21. One member in advocating a continued pragmatic approach 9o the question of

reimbursement of support costs drew at teution to the wide variety of services

provided %o the Ag~encies by UKDP~ especially its field offices~ with no

reimbursement of related costs. He referred in this regard to the detailed

picture of the ~ituation given in the Administrator’s annual report for 1977.



22. Another member emphasized the need to correlate any reimbursement system to

the quality of implementation of projects by the Agencies. Citing recent

examples of seriously delayed and defective implementation of projects in his

country by some Agencies, he asked why U~P should pay at the full established

level in respect of such projects.

23. A few members emphasized the usefulness of the project approach to support

costs and pointed out that calculation project by project would help to focus

insight on various specific cost elements. It was recognized that this approach

would require a system of cost measurement for support costs at the project level.

Several members spoke in favour of steps being ts~en which would eventually lead

to .a cost measurement system. It was suggested that the Jig might be requested

to study and outline the elements of a simpler cost measurement system which might

lend itself to application by all Agencies. As against this, it was argued that

perhaps a better and a more urgent task that might be performed Was to review the

implementation of the New Dimensions, especially government execution.

24. Agency representatives e)~plained the itistory of previous cost measurement

studies and indicated that while they had provided some useful results, the ACC

had concluded, and the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary

Questions had agreed, that continued operation of such systems would not be

productive of any new or more reliable results and would be e~ensive. After

prolonged discussion at various stages in the debate it was agreed that this issue,

which could cover activities well beyond support activities for UNDP-financed

progr~nmes that were the concern of the Working Group~ might best be raised in

other intergovernmentai fora.

25. Responding to an earlier question from a member about the impact of the JIU

formula, the representative of FAO said that the application of the formula to a

sample of 88 FAO projects showed that reimbtu~sement would be reduced to 11.5

per cent overall. For the FAO-executed Uh~Pprogramme as a whole, this would,

under certain assumptions, mean a reduction of some $5 million per biennium, an

amount of an order of magnitude which could not be absorbed by the regular budget.

26. One member specifically noted that the ACC in its statement had not commented

on more recent data reported by some Agencies on support costs incurred by them

as published in document DP/259/Add.2. FAO had reported such costs incurred as

13.8 per cent in 1975 and 13.7 per cent in 1976 as compared with 19.5 per cent in

1973 and 15.9 per cent in 1974.



27. The view was e~ressed unanimously that a long-term resolution of the

question of reimbursement in respect of support costs had to be sought throu~

full and close co-operation smong Governments, the Agencies and Dq~DP. It was at

the same time recognized that a final decision, ~hich had to be based on broad

policy considerations rather than purely technical factors, must be formulated and

approved by Governments. The procedure to be adopted must also respect the role

of the Agencies and their legislative bodies and the principle of partnership

between Ul~DP and the Agencies.

28. T~ards the close of the formal disct1~sion, the Chairman of the Group gave

expression to what he gauged to be an emerging consensus among members. He

indicated that while the JIU proposal had much merit, perhaps a less complex

approach might be tried taking into account only t~o or three varis~les like

economies of scale, component mix of projects and mode of execution. Given the

positions of the JIU, on the one hand, and the ACC on the other, it might be

appropriate to request the Administrator to undertake this further work in close

and perhaps separate consultations with the JIU and the Agencies. The Chairman

further indicated that he had consulted the ASmi~istrator, who had indicated his

readiness to accept this task provided that (a) the Group gave him specific

guidance and not remit to l~im the issue!n general and comprehensive terms ....

(b) it was clearly recognized that his report would be recommendatory Zo the

Group, with the responsibility of formulating a recommendation to the Governing

Council clearly restingwith governments members of the Group, and (c) it was

emphasized that the solution would have to be found through full and constructive

co-operation among the Agencies and U~P with the determination to p~oducea

positive recommendation.

29. The Chairman e:~ressed his appreciation to the Administrator and invited the

Agencies to extend their full understanding and co-operation to the Administrator

in the difficult task ahead. He further indicated that while the Administrator

would be guided by the specific guidelines to be provided by the Group, Agencies

could feel free to discuss with him all ideas and proposals on the subject. The

Chairman also e~ressed his appreciative colmfidence that the JIU would be

available to the Administrator for consultation .......



30. Several members then spoke specifically to lend full support to the

Chairman’s summation of the emerging consensus. Agency representatives welcomed

the Chairman’s approach and assured him and the Group that they would work with

the Administrator in full and constructive co-operation. One Agency

representative emphasized in this regard that any solution reached through this

process should be adhered to for 5, 6 or even iO years thus avoiding further and

repetitive e_.~endittzre of resources of time and money which might well be

othe1~wise available for the substance of technical co-operation work. Another

Agency representative supplemented the offer of full and constructive co-operation

with the statement that his Agency could not accept to take into account

additional variables beyond the ones mentioned by the Chairman nor would it

entertain further requests for cost measurement.

31. At the conclusion of the formal discussions, the Working Group went into a

series of informal meetings in order to formulate, on the basis of the Chairman’s

summation, its decision concerning the fturther action to be taken.

Decision of the I/orking Group

32. At a formal meeting held on 9 June 1978, the I Jorking Group adopted by

consensus the following decision~

The intergovernmental Working Group on Overhead Costs

Having reviewed , with appreciation, the E~anded Preliminary note submitted

by the Joint Inspection Unit (DP~/COC/21), the statement of the Administrative

Committee on Co-ordination on the JIU proposals (DP~YGOC/22) and other

documentation submitted to the l/orking Group at its second session,

Taking into account the comments, observations and suggestions made during

the discussion of this question,

Having continued the examination of this question bearing in mind the terms

Of reference and the criteria laid down by the Governing Council in its decision

establishing the l/orking Group at its 588th meeting on 29 June 1977.

Recalling that, at its first session, in January 1978, the %~orking Group had

broadly endorsed the criteria for the definition of support costs outlined by the

JIU in paragraphs 7 - 11 of its first Preliminary Note (DP~’tCOC/1),

Recognizing that the present reimbursement formula is a pragmatic and temporary

compromise and further that this formula does not fully respond to all the

variables in the situation~



that over-all programme and project support costs have reached

significantly large levels and the consequent need to make every effort to reduce

such costs on the basis of the principles of sotmd management and in the

interests of better programme delivery,

Notingwith appreciation the efforts made by UNDP and the Executing

Agencies towards support cost reductions and e:~ressingthe hope that these

efforts will be continued and intensified,

~that any new formula for reimbursement should provide an incentive to

review and reduce over-all support costs,

that any U~P funds released by a reduction of support costs would be

fully available for additional programmes in developing countries through a

corresponding increase in resources available for IPFs,

I. Col~iders that any new reimbursement formula should be easy to

understand, practical to operate and durable,

2. Regards the JIU proposal as one basis for the establishment of a new

formula, while recognizing the necessity for modifications with respect to the

variables proposed, .............

3. Considers that any new formula for reimbursement of progr~nme and

project support costs should be based as closely as possible on data on the costs

incurred and should, to the extent feasible, take account of~

(a) Economies of scale, i.e., the scope for reduced reimbursement rates

in respect of project e~enditt~es in a given year beyond a stated total

monetary level or levels, together with special provisions for the

smaller Agencies~

(b) Nature and component mix of projects, for example, through the

application of a lower percentage factor for equipement and sub-

contracts tal~ng accotmt, in this regard., of the practices already

in vogue in many agenoies in respect of funds-in-trust and multi-hi

projects~ such lower percentage for equipment should not act as a

disincentive to the inclusion of the desirable smount of equipment in

projects, the final design and composition of which are the prerogative

of the Government concerned~



(c) Method of e~ecution~ for e~:ample~ principally, in cases of Goyernment

e::ecution, the associated Agency would be paid support costs only in

respect of specific inputs included in the project budget and delivered

by the Agency at the ~ ~-reques0 of the Goverm~lent, t1~e rate of reimbursement

being according to the agreed new formula~

6. Considers fumther that the near formula could take aocom~t, but only if

a simple way could be found, of variations in cost levels at headquarters of

Agencies, of the provision of a measure of stsZoilization in the year-t0,year

variations in support cost reimbursements, an& of the possible benefits to be

derived from adopting a project rather than a proczsmtme basis for the calculation of

support costs,

5. Requests the Administrator, on the basis of paragraphs 12 and 13 above,

and in consultation with the E~ecuting Agencies and, if possible, ~.Tith the

ASm~inistrative Cor~ittee on Co-ordination to reconm~en& to the I/orking Group a

modified formula to enable Govermnents members of the WorP~ng Group to formulate

an intergovernmental recommendation to the Governing Council,

6. Further requests the Administrator, in consultation ~ith the Executing

Agencies and, if possible~ with the ACC to review the question of the possible

inclusion of support costs in project budgets and submit a report to the 17orking

Grou4~,

7. Invites the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary

Questions and the Joint In opectzon U~mit to submit their conm~ents ~nd observations

on the recommendations prepared by the A~ni1~istrator in pursuance of paragraphs

14 an@ 15 above,

8. Also invites the Agencies to sub~-~it to the Working Group ii~_formation on

the application of the new formula which would indicate the formula’s impact on the

level of their support costs,

9. Decides to meet again in New York from ... to ... January 1979.

33. At the same meeting, the Group also decided to recommend to the Governing

Council that in the interest of consistent ~ ""~.ernmnology, the name o£ the Group

should be altered to "Intergovermmental Working Group on Support Costs".

[Attendance "" .....±is ~ will be annexed]


